President Ray Williams, Vice President Larry Keeley, Treasurer Stan Kicak, Secretary Sandra
Peters, Technician John Glover, Membership Chloe Craig, Communications Bob Robertson,
Program Jeannie Gane, Outings David O’Rourke.

July 2016

Once again, the Northumberland Photography Club members have demonstrated
their photographic prowess and skills, both artistically and technically, at the
Eastern Ontario’s Best Photo Show being held in Picton from July 23 to August 7.
Of the 134 framed photographs on display at this exhibition, 28 were submitted
by 15 of our NPC members. The award winners included: Sylvie Flynn, 1st Place
and Honourable Mention; Donna Edmonds, 2nd Place; Stuart Morley, 2nd Place;
Bill Hornbostel, 3rd Place and Honourable Mention; Alan Short, Honourable
Mention. Some of our award-winning members’ photos are shown below.
Sylvie Flynn - Musical Gehry – 1st
Bill Hornbostel - Absolute Avenue –3rd

Donna Edmonds – 2nd
Waiting for Spring
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Stuart Morley – Stair Rail To Track 3 - 2nd

Sylvie Flynn – Play Me A Song – Hon. Men.
David O’Rourke – Riding Double
Donna Edmonds Economic Growth >
It is well-worth the time
and distance to Picton
to see this exhibition.

David O’Rourke – Makartsteg Bridge,
Salzburg

Bob Perks - Downside
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Sylvie Flynn – Second Time Around

Patricia Calder – Self-possessed

Isabel Veldhuis – Once Upon A Time

Dawn Macklin – Jewell In The Rocks

Paul Macklin – The Smokies

Ray Williams – Water Wall Images
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Christopher Thorpe – Opeongo Bound

Terry W. Self – Havana’s Grand Theatre

Alan Short – Blue Bridge
Jeannie Gane – Looking Down

<< Sylvie Flynn – Second Time Around

Reflections of other nearby photos are
evident in some of these photos. This
could not be avoided.
Congratulations to the NPC members
whose photographs are now on display
at the CLIC Eastern Ontario Photo
Show in Picton, ON. The exhibition
continues until Aug. 7, 2016.
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NPC - CLIC Eastern Ontario Photo Show Award Winners, from left to right:
Donna Edmonds, Allan Short, Sylvie Flynn and Stuart Morley.

This is the last in a series of chronicles following intrepid NPC Photographer
Bryan Marjoram. Submitted by Russ Donaldson
"Why do they make everything so complicated ?"
“What did Russ tell me to do ????”
“I remember !...........
"Point & Shoot ! Works every time !"
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NPC FEATURED PHOTOGRAPHER
Christopher Thorpe
I paint frolicsome crows on photographed landscapes.
While growing up in the East Riding of Yorkshire, I was
born just 27 miles outside Warkworth in Northumberland
County, UK. Following many occupations and moves to
various locations first in Ontario, then “back to the land” in
Lunenburg County and other spots in Nova Scotia, then back to Ontario, I now
find myself just outside Warkworth, Northumberland County. No surprise really.
After a dozen years of rock, forest and lake living in Muskoka (where we both had
professional personas)
Marie and I needed a
refreshing change where we
could be immersed in open
landscapes and retire as our
true selves.
The Rolling Hills – Yorkshire Woods

Within minutes of visiting Warkworth for the first time we found ourselves
engaged in welcoming conversations on the topic of the arts.
A new friend found us a site and it didn’t take long to design our present home
and hire a contractor to do the basics (so we could do interior works).
Art making had always been my lifestyle ideal… I just didn’t have the courage to
give up the fascinating creative positions I enjoyed in the work world. Now was
my chance.
My first couple of years of “retirement” had me
putting down flooring, building partitions,
putting in ceilings, assembling cabinets,
mounting doors, constructing shelving and trim
work, painting, building decks, a mini barn, a
drive shed and several landscape structures.
Artistic pursuits in a sense, constantly drafting
up ideas on the drawing board and crafting
them into place. But my mind was constantly thinking about what kind of art-form
I wished to focus upon. With the influence of artists and architects in the family, I
was frequently involved in artmaking.
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Experimentation led me from drawing to working with wood (the basics for an
early career in yacht design and boatbuilding), sculpture in a variety of materials,
and of course, painting. My fascination was in finding something different to
create. This was reinforced with a mid-life arts education of a conceptual nature
from NSCAD (Nova Scotia College of Art & Design University).
A camera was often by my side. I think I started off with my Dad’s 1940s bellow
camera. A variety of cheap point and shoot cameras followed,
then in the mid 70’s I advanced to something more
challenging, a Zenit…. the Russian similarity to the Pentax.
This really helped me with my work at that time. I’d build
collections (of) hundreds of shots of streetscapes and
storefronts to act as the base for downtown revitalization
ideas throughout Nova Scotia. Projecting slides on paper in
my studio, I’d draw and colour fresh images to show potential
improvements.
Photography was my saving grace when making public presentations as the
audience paid attention to the screen rather than my words! Much of my training
in camera use and composition came from Rick Hebb, a local master
photographer. I bought a used Nikon FM in the early 90s and enjoyed taking
shots while on vacation … I particularly liked taking close ups of intriguing
people. I do enjoy cropping and subsequently enjoyed using square and doublesquare formats.

Children In The Andes

Thanks to a tax rebate in 2001, I acquired my present Nikon D80 camera and an 18
to 200 zoom lens. With my mind stuck in the FM era, I’m uncomfortable with all the
digital adjustments and don’t use Photoshop.
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Figuring out what art form I was going to experiment with in Warkworth, I turned to
an old favourite, UK’s prominent artist, David Hockney. At the turn of this millennium
he moved to Bridlington, Yorkshire and had his studio just up the road from where I
once lived. He was captivated by the landscapes of the Wolds and produced about 8
years of wonderful watercolours and oils leading up to his famous 4.6 meter x 12.2
meter “Bigger Trees near Warter” that he gave to the Tate. Very inspiring stuff,
considering the similar rolling landscapes that surround me now.
What really stimulated me was reading his book, Secret
Knowledge, written and researched in collaboration with
Charles Falco. He convincingly advances the theory that optical
aids such as the camera obscura were utilized by leading
portrait artists since the 15th century. While helping to produce
an almost perfect likeness of the subject, it also influenced the
fixation in western art to use a single vanishing point. Sadly,
this inactivates the viewer. Cubist artists broke away from this
trend… and so did Hockney with his collaged figurative
compositions using multiple photographic images. With multiple vanishing points
the image draws closer to the way we actively view what’s around us. This was it; I
wanted to produce images closer to the way we actually see things.
My initial experimentation mimics Hockney’s collages’, like my bathroom group that
incorporates about a dozen vanishing points … to me, it really began to look like the
way I see things as I move my eyes around the room. But I needed to apply this to the
enthralling landscapes that surround my Warkworth home. I felt that to get closer to
the way we see things I needed a broad horizontal picture – to match how our two
horizontal eyes scan a subject. The first effort was the view from our living room.

Rather than collaging a group of individual shots, I found software that stitched
pictures together. This one has 9 separate images, thus 9 vanishing points… far
short of the thousands experienced by our eyes.
However, it was an improvement. While interesting, I
did not feel that my artistic talents were being put to
use. I needed to actively create something different.
Crows had always fascinated me from early years of
walking by rookeries in the woods. I’d created a series
of large acquatint intaglio prints with crows at art
school in 1993. They’re intelligent, mischievous
characters and ever-present in our landscapes.
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Thanks to Andrew Collette, a photographer acquaintance from Muskoka days, he
introduced me to a printed canvas surface on which I could paint … he also offered
to print my pieces. So, out with the paint and brushes. In addition to the satisfaction
of leaving my personal mark, the crows really helped to bring my landscapes to life.

Friends quickly asked for versions of the view from our house, now titled “A Blanket
of Silence”. Very encouraging. I applied to display in Warkworth’s Pop-Up Art – filling
vacant store windows in December 2013. Probably thanks to Xmas, I sold three
pieces. Then, thanks to Spirit of the Hills and other opportunities, my work has
appeared in several juried shows and gained recognition and sales … and awards –
my favourite being “People’s Choice” at Warkworth’s Maple Syrup Festival Art Show.
Generally, my pieces vary in size from 26” to 72” depending on client’s wishes and
may be viewed on www.christopherthorpe.ca

Photo quotation:
. “I think that emotional content is an image’s most important element, regardless
of the photographic technique. Much of the work I see these days lacks the
emotional impact to draw a reaction from viewers, or remain in their hearts.”
Annie Leibovitz
1949
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where items of interest to our NPC membership are posted.

Calling all artists!
Thank you for supporting RMG Exposed! We invite you to submit your
photographs online to RMG Exposed 2016 by September 11 for your chance to
win great prizes, including a solo exhibition at the RMG in 2017.
Proceeds from RMG Exposed support education and community programming at
the RMG, while helping to increase awareness of contemporary photography.
Timeline
September 11 – Submission Deadline
September 20 – All entrants notified regarding their submissions
October 13 – Deadline for Delivery of physical prints (by 9pm)
November 12, 7-10pm – RMG Exposed

2015 Artist Prizes:
Emerging Photographer Award:
Spring 2017 Solo Exhibition Project at the RMG during the Contact Photography
Festival. Supported by TBD.
Photojournalism/Documentary Prize:
$300 cash prize. Supported by Charlotte Hale & Associates Fine Art, Photography
& Design.
Landscape/Nature Prize:
$300 cash prize. Supported by Junction Design.
Architecture/Urban Prize:
$300 cash prize. Supported by Nick Swerdfeger Architects.
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Conceptual/Non-Representational Prize:
Portfolio Review. Supported by ArtBarrage.
Best Youth Prize:
$200 gift card to Robert Aldsworth Photo World. Supported by Robert Aldsworth
Photo World.
Community Choice Award:
$300 cash prize. Supported by Snapd Oshawa.
Awarded to a photograph selected as a finalist in the silent auction as voted by
attendees at RMG Exposed.
Jury
Molly Turnbull, Editor, Snapd Oshawa
Mary Ellen McQuay, Artist
The RMG will offer selected artists one complimentary RMG Exposed ticket for
each work selected. The RMG will also offer a charitable tax receipt to artists for
their work up to $1,000. As a “thank you” to the selected artists, the RMG will also
issue a one year RMG Family Membership to the named donor.

The best apps for smartphone photography
Smartphone cameras keep getting better and better. No longer do park
enthusiasts have to drag clunky DSLR cameras through the wilderness. Taking
your smartphone with you will free up room for snacks, sunscreen, a lunch,
a water bottle…did we mention more room for snacks?
We’ve seen that smartphones can already act as a field guide and support citizen
science. Along with that, many phones also have incredible photo
capabilities. Gone are the days of blurry, low-res phone photos. High-quality
nature photography can happen right on your mobile device, without the burden
of a camera strap.
Add some sparkle to your snapshots with the help of these apps:
Instagram - Price: Free; Platform: iPhone, Android - https://www.instagram.com/If
one smartphone photography app could be described as “essential” it would be
Instagram (and that’s not just because you can follow Ontario Parks there,
although that is a really good reason!).
Submitted by Susanne Pacey
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UPCOMING EXHIBITIONS
Micro Macro: Photographs by Toni Hafkenscheid
July 14 - August 28
Opening night reception: Thursday, July 14th from 7 to 9 pm
The AGN’s upcoming exhibition Micro
Macro: Photographs by Toni
Hafkenscheid will present work from the
artist that spans the last two decades.
Embodying three discreet series, all the
works in Micro Macro share
Hafkenscheid’s signature style tilt shift
technique that blurs reality, shifting our
frames of reference so that it is hard to
tell if what we are looking at is a model of
a thing or the thing itself. Conjuring a
deep sense of nostalgia for a past that
perhaps never really existed, the artist
presents iconic landscapes that tap
deeply into our own memories, generating a sense of ambiguity about the subject’s
authenticity. Using traditional analog photographic techniques, Hafkenscheid
manipulates the glass of his equipment to narrow the depth of field in his images,
resulting in a visual slight-of-hand that suggests model train sets, toy buildings
and miniatures of all kinds. Come to the AGN and be enchanted - the large scale
works will be on view until August 28th. Please join us for an artist talk on
Wednesday, August 17th at 2 pm.
Toni Hafkenscheid is a Toronto based photographer originally from Amsterdam,
the Netherlands. In 1989, he graduated from the Rietveld Academy in Amsterdam
and shortly thereafter moved to Toronto. He has exhibited in solo and group
shows throughout Canada, the U.S., Japan and Europe.

Fragmenturalism
rd

September 1 - October 23. Opening reception: Saturday,

September 3 from 2 to 4 pm

Submitted by Susanne Pacey
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~ World’s Oldest Operating Photo Studio Closes in India
http://hyperallergic.com/306564/worlds-oldest-operating-photo-studio-closes-inindia/?utm_medium=email&utm_campaign=Australian%20Arts%20Community%2
0Campaigns%20Against%20Federal%20Budget%20Cuts&utm_content=Australia
n%20Arts%20Community%20Campaigns%20Against%20Federal%20Budget%20C
uts+CID_c57eb547c829e6a7fdfcd38d5559176f&utm_source=HyperallergicNewslet
ter&utm_term=Worlds%20Oldest%20Operating%20Photo%20Studio%20Closes%
20in%20India.
~ Night

An interesting read submitted by Stuart Morley

Photos

http://www.coolestone.com/media/14917/Night-Photographer-Texas-CountryReporter/#.V2vc-eQlvmQ
Submitted by Russ Donaldson

~ Adjusting Exposure on the Fly | Henry's Blog
http://blog.henrys.com/adjusting-exposure-on-thefly/?utm_source=Sailthru&utm_medium=email&utm_campaign=Henry's Weekly
Campaign - 160623&utm_term=Henrys Newsletter Main
Submitted by Dan Milligan
Lavender Outing Images... submitted by David O’Rourke
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The following is a pictorial history of an NPC member “ on the prowl.”
Submitted by Russ

Donaldson

"The Master" at work !
“Hi Ladies …. My name is Pierre ! “

“I’m a professional.” Note: he didn’t say what
kind of professional.....

“Really ….. and I’m only 39 years old ….. & single ! “ I can make you famous!”

“I’ve still got it ….. “the

touch!!!

magic
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Hello fellow photography enthusiasts. My name
is Patrick Romano and I am a member of both
the Northunberland Photography Club in
Cobourg, Ontario and the Harbour City
Photography Club in Nanaimo, BC. I remain a
member with HCPC because I receive a lot of
really good information and articles from the
members there. I am also able to participate in a
program agreement that club has with Shaw TV
where HCPC Members’ photos (6 every month per Member) are shown on Shaw
TV Island Wide. (Vancouver Island). I have been heavily into digital photography
for about 12 years now and find it fascinating. There is so much that can be done
with the digital camera and the associated programs it is mind blowing. There
was a lot that could be done with film photography but unless you had your own
dark room and equipment, it took too long to see any successes or failures in
your images. Even with a darkroom, the cost of equipment, chemicals, film and
development could be prohibitive. It is a lot less with digital photography.
Larry Keeley has asked me to produce a monthly informational article for our
newsletter, the Monitor. When taking pictures I know what my camera does and
know how to set it up to take the picture I want (most of the time). In teaching I
am not very good at communicating methods verbally though I can physically
show others how to do things. However, I do receive some very informational emails through site subscriptions and have access to a lot of very useful
informational articles by some very knowledgeable photographers. Therefore,
the system I will use for this article is to choose one or two subjects that should
be interesting to at least some people in the club and I will try to find subjects for
both beginners and experienced photographers. I will then include the URLs for
the pertaining articles . To see the original articles you will either have to click on
the URL or copy and paste it to your search engine. I hope I can find something
of interest to everyone at least once in a while.
I will also place information when I find it on FREE stuff or great deals . Here is
one for this month: Google NIK Collection of Photography Filters *****FREE
*****Get it here.
https://www.google.com/nikcollection/
An Overview of Google’s Nik Collection Filters for Post-Processing
http://digital-photography-school.com/an-overview-of-googles-nik-collection-filters-for-postprocessing/?utm_source=newsletter&utm_medium=email&utm_campaign=June-0216
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This Month, since Summer is upon us, many members will be attending different
urban areas for assorted reasons. Because of this I have decided to include
some articles pertaining to urban photography and photography of architecture.
 How to Improve the Impact of Your Urban Images Using Lines
http://digital-photography-school.com/improve-impact-urban-images-usinglines/?utm_source=newsletter&utm_medium=email&utm_campaign=June-0216
 Tips for Different Approaches to Architecture Photography
http://digital-photography-school.com/tips-for-different-approaches-toarchitecture-photography/
>How to Make a Unique Portrait in the City at Night
http://digital-photography-school.com/how-to-make-a-unique-portrait-in-the-cityat-night/
 The Uncomfortable Truth About Street Photography
 http://digital-photography-school.com/the-uncomfortable-truth-about-streetphotography/

 How to Enhance Urban Night Photographs Using Luminosity Masks in

Photoshop
http://digital-photography-school.com/how-to-enhance-urban-night-photographsusing-luminosity-masks-in-photoshop/

>Stacking Light Trails for Night Photography Special Effects
http://digital-photography-school.com/stacking-light-trails-for-night-photographyspecial-effects/
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…….. by Larry Keeley

Sandals, Cut Offs And Other Summery Things...
Just when it seemed it couldn’t get any drier
the clouds finally burst, late one after-noon and
thirst-quenching torrents poured from the sky.
Thunder and lightning filled the air and howling
gale-force winds whipped tree branches into a
frenzy. Passers-by on foot and in cars no doubt
wondered why any sane person would be
standing in the midst of this maelstrom, with a
camera in his hands, no less! But I was
enjoying every minute of this longoverdue summer storm which, among
other things, was now bringing my photocapturing drought to an end. There were
mind-blowing images to be seen
everywhere I looked and, not having done
any thought-provoking photography for
several months, I was only too happy for
this chance to slake my thirst with these
long-awaited photographs. Like a half-starved animal, I gorged myself on images
of bone-drenched pedestrians scurrying for shelter and cars slewing to avoid not
only each other but all manner of debris being hurled about by the wind. The
storm subsided about an hour later and I, thoroughly soaked but feeling satiated
with a surfeit of new images, returned home. Many hours of editing now awaited.
Every serious photographer knows the thrill of hearing a “wow’ exclamation
when viewers are impressed by the images being exhibited. A few days ago,
while attending the CLIC Photo Show, many ‘wows’ could be heard throughout
the room. I can easily imagine the satisfaction the photographers whose work is
on display, felt as they captured these beautiful images. Don your sandals and
cut offs and go see this exhibition. You will be happy you made the trip!
Thanks to all members for materials submitted to our summer newsletter.

